Abstract-In this paper, we advocate a novel spline-based isogeometric approach for boundary elements and its efficient implementation. We compare solutions obtained by both an isogeometric approach, and a classical parametric higher-order approach via Raviart-Thomas elements to the solution of the electric field integral equation; i.e., the solution to an electromagnetic scattering problem, promising high convergence orders w.r.t. pointwise error. We discuss both, the obtained accuracy per DOF, as well as the effort required to solve the corresponding system iteratively, on three numerical examples of varying complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
F OLLOWING its introduction by Hughes et al. [1] isogeometric analysis had a huge leap in popularity. This holds true especially in electromagnetic applications [2] and was made possible due to the introduction of isogeometric curl and divergence-conforming discretizations in [3] . Isogeometric methods enjoy such esteem since they enable users to directly apply geometry representations to avoid meshing errors. By the application of volumetric spline-based discretizations within a Galerkin framework, they offer a better accuracy per degree of freedom (DOF) and smooth solutions, which are often closer to physics, for example, w.r.t. spectral properties, cf. [4] .
However, commonly only boundary representations are available through CAD applications, and the creation of corresponding volumetric discretizations is non-trivial.
Thus, recently, as an alternative to isogeometric finite element methods, isogeometric fast boundary element methods have been developed, see eg. [5] , [6] for adaptations for the Laplace and Helmholtz equations. They require only a discretization of the boundary and no additional meshing of the domain.
Boundary element discretizations in engineering are on the rise since the dense matrices induced by the boundary integral formulation can be handled efficiently by the application of socalled fast methods. Most notably among them are the adaptive cross approximation [7] , the fast multipole methods [8] , or an approach via wavelets [9] . The latter approach already employed the idea of an exact geometry representation via parametric mappings. All of these approaches have been compared in [10] for the lowest order case and scalar problems.
Boundary element methods rely on the existence of fundamental solutions, also known as Green functions. Herein lies their major restriction, since these functions generally only exist for linear partial differential equations with constant coefficients, with few exceptions.
Within these restrictions lies one application, for which boundary element methods unfold their fullest potential; namely the solution of exterior scattering problems. For these, boundary element methods are exceptionally suited, since they do not require meshing of the unbound exterior domain. For acoustic scattering problems, an isogeometric approach to boundary element methods has been discussed in [5] . For electromagnetic scattering, this specific area of application is well established, often referred to as method of moments within the engineering communities. They are often applied to solve the exterior electric wave quation curl curl curlµ −1 curl curl curle e e − ω 2 e e e = 0, in Ω c where µ denotes the permeability, the dielectric constant and ω the angular frequency, all assumed to be constant within the domain of interest Ω c around the scatterer Ω. To solve the electric wave equation via a boundary element approach, the unknown is reduced to a vector field on the boundary of the domain, often discretized by divergenceconforming Raviart-Thomas elements, where implementations are presented in [11] , [12] . An application of this method within the isogeometric framework has first been suggested by Buffa and Vázquez [13] ; and, although first implementations exist, cf. [14] , [15] , these have not been compared to classical methods of discretization. This publication aims to close this gap.
In Section II we first introduce the basics of isogeometric analysis, where the NURBS mappings are used for an exact geometry representation. While the isogeometric approach uses B-splines to discretize the unknown by mapping the arXiv:1807.03628v1 [cs.CE] 10 Jul 2018 ansatz functions from the reference domain := (0, 1) 2 to (parts of) the physical domain Γ j , we will utilize the same method to map Raviart-Thomas elements to the physical domain and compare the different discretizations. By this, we neglect the effect of meshing errors, since the same geometry mappings are used to compare both the spline discretization and the classical Raviart-Thomas discretization. Afterward, we review the problem and introduce the electric field integral equation. After explaining the matrix assembly via a superspace approach in Section III, we compare both methods of discretization on three different numerical examples in Section IV, after which we draw a conclusion from our findings.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF CONCEPTS

A. Isogeometric Analysis
Following the framework introduced by [1] , we review the basic notions of isogeometric analysis. Let K be either R or C. Let 0 ≤ p < k. We define a p-open knot vector as a set
where k denotes the number of control points. We can then define the basis functions {b
and for p > 0 via the recursive relationship
Given the basis as above, the space S p (Ξ) is given as span({b p i } i≤k ). B-splines on higher dimensional domains are constructed through simple tensor product relationships for controll points p p p j1,j2 via
which allows tensor product B-spline spaces, denoted by
As is often the case in the context of isogeometric analysis, the geometry might be given as a family of smooth, invertible mappings
given by NURBS, i.e., by
, for control points c c c j1,j2 in R 3 and weights w i1,i2 > 0. We assume our domains to be boundaries ∂Ω of some compact Lipschitz domain Ω, and to be parametrized by a family of smooth, invertible NURBS mappings F F F j : → Γ j . We will assume that, for any interface
holds up to rotation of the reference domain. Moreover, the images of the mappings are assumed not to overlap otherwise. Let p p p be a pair of integers p 1 , p 2 > 0 and
Let Ξ j denote their truncation, i.e., the knot vector without its first and last element. We define the spline space S S S
To define the space in the physical domain, we resort to an application of the pull-backs, which, as a study of [22] reveals, is given by
, where the term ξ for x x x ∈ is given by the so-called surface measure
In the volumetric cases, the surface measure would coincide with the determinant of the Jacobian. Then we define the boundary spline space on Γ j via
Proceeding as in [16] , one can define the corresponding global spline space S S S. As discussed in [16] , c.f. [3] , this construction yields globally divergence-conforming discretization, w.r.t. the surface divergence div Γ , if one identifies certain degrees of freedom with each other, to obtain continuity of the normal component across patch interfaces.
We will use the notation S S S and RT RT RT if we talk about spline spaces or quadrilateral Raviart-Thomas elements as defined by [21] in general, or when the specific polynomial degrees are clear from context. Otherwise, we will use the notation S S S p and RT RT RT p respectively, to reference the spaces of type (p, p − 1)
Note that this approach is sound, as long as the geometry mappings are smooth. While isogeometric analysis is built such that non-smooth geometry mappings, i.e. NURBS mappings with interior knot repetition, reflect the behavior to discrete space, utilization of such mappings might impact the performance of the RT RT RT elements. If non-smooth parts of the mapping overlap with the interior of the Raviart-Thomas elements, approximation properties from the reference domain might not carry over to the physical domain.
Thus, as test geometries, cf. Fig. 4 , we chose geometries consisting only of rational Bézier patches, i.e. NURBS patches of the same degree in both parameter directions without interior knots. We stress that this is not a limiting factor for isogeometric analysis, cf. [4] , and not even for a RT RT RTbased method using geometry mappings, since rational Bézier mapping can easily be extracted from any NURBS mappings, cf. [17] .
B. Electric Field Integral Equation
We will now introduce the concepts required for electromagnetic boundary element methods within the scope of this article. For a general introduction to boundary element methods, we refer to [19] . To obtain a suitable formulation of the problem, we will first introduce the rotated tangential trace operator, for smooth functions u u u given by γ γ γ t (u u u) = n n n × u u u| Γ , and for functions in H H H(curl curl curl, Ω) extended via density arguments, cf. [20] . By n n n we denotes the exterior normal vector of Ω.
We aim to solve the electric wave equation under the assumption of constant material coefficients µ and in Ω c , PEC boundary condition on Γ and the Silver-Müller radiation condition [20] . Fixing an incident wave g g g we arrive at the equation curl curl curl curl curl curl e e e − κ 2 e e e = 0, κ > 0 non-resonant,
where, in general, κ := ω √ µ. Under the assumptions above, it is known that for any solution to (4) there exists a surface current w w w such that the scattered field can be represented by the electric field integral equation (EFIE), c.f. [20] , given by e e e(x x x) = −Ṽ Ṽ V(w w w)(x x x)
with
for all x x x / ∈ Γ. The function G κ denotes the Green's function [5] , given by G κ (x x x, y y y) := e iκ|x x x−y y y| 4π|x x x − y y y| .
A variational formulation of (4) together with the identity (5) makes it possible to obtain the correct surface current required to a representation of the scattered field e e e via (5) by finding a w w w ∈ γ γ γ t H H H(curl curl curl, Ω) such that for a(w w w, φ φ φ) :=
holds for all φ φ φ ∈ γ γ γ t H H H(curl curl curl, Ω) . Note that, due to the rotation around the normal, the space γ γ γ t H H H(curl curl curl, Ω) need to be discretized in a divergence-conforming way, cf. [16] . A discretization of the above yields, that an approximate solution w w w h of w w w is given by the linear system
where the matrix entries can be obtained via the formula
see [22] . Similarly, one can represent the right hand side via
The functions b b b i , b b b j are either isogeometric basis functions from S S S or quadrilateral Raviart-Thomas elements RT RT RT . Note that, due to the non-locality of G κ the matrix becomes densely populated, thus establishing the need for the already mentioned fast-methods.
III. THE SUPERSPACE APPROACH
We assume the mesh, on which the space RT RT RT will be given, be induced by the knot vectors of the isogeometric space. For the construction of a system (7) for either choice of basis functions, we employ a projection based approach, built upon a space P of local tensor product polynomial basis (π π π j ) 0≤j<p of the maximum order p, defined on every mesh element. Since B-Splines and Raviart-Thomas elements are locally polynomial, we can represent any basis function from S S S or RT RT RT within P, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Note that S S S ⊆ RT RT RT holds for all p, i.e., every function in S S S is representable by a linear combination of functions in RT RT RT . Note that this approach shares its core ideas with the idea of Bézier extraction for efficient geometry evaluation, cf. [17] . We will use this to construct the basis functions of either space, similar as in [5] .
Assume b b b j and b b b i to be basis functions in S S S or RT RT RT . Since the l.h.s. of the problem (7) is induced by the bilinear form a, it is clear that, for suitable index sets I and J, one finds
which, in terms of linear algebra, corresponds to a basis transformation given by application of a sparse transformation matrix T T T ∈ R ×k . Hereby denotes the number of DOFs of S or RT RT RT , respectively. Similarly, one can transform the r.h.s. of (6) thus arriving at a linear system, equivalent to the one given in (7). This is a known technique in conjunction with fast methods. Since the supports of the π π π i are highly local, the interaction between clusters of basis functions is diminished, and thus the matrix offers better compression properties, cf. [18] . However, often it is merely filled with values of 1 or −1, to achieve continuity of the classical Raviart-Thomas elements, while we also introduce smoothness of the spline basis via suitable coefficients. Using the local tensor product polynomials π π π j on quadrilaterals in the reference domain , we assemble projection matrices T T T IGA and T T T RT for both the isogeometric basis functions and the Raviart-Thomas elements via local interpolation. At this point, we also introduce the normal continuity across patch interfaces required for the discretization to be divergence conforming. We merely add functions whose DOFs must be identified with each other in the interpolation step. Note that, due to different orientations of patches, a change in sign might be required.
Thus we can compute the correct index sets I, J together with the correct c i for our choice of discretization. Note that the unknown vector w w w h remains unchanged. A naive pseudo code representation of the assembly of T T T is as in Fig. 3 .
The approach yields dense matrices, as is clear by the representation of the A A A h,i,j since the Green function does not vanish. For this, we utilize a modified fast multipole method for compression of the matrix A A A * h assembled w.r.t. the functions π π π i , which is explained and analyzed in detail in [14] . Thus, the error induced by compression of the system matrix equals for both, the Raviart-Thomas as well as the spline-based approach.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We will compare results on three different geometries, depicted in Fig. 4 . The code used for computation is an improved version of the implementation proposed in [5] . We are interested in a comparison of the computational effort required to reach a given accuracy of the quantity of interest e e e. Thus we apply an approach via a manufactured solution, whose idea is as follows.
We let p p p 0 = [0, 0.1, 0.1] and a non-resonant wavenumber κ > 0 be given and place a Hertz dipole given by e iκr κ 2 r (n n n × p p p 0 ) × n n n + 1 r 3 − iκ r 2 3n n n(n n n · p p p 0 ) − p p p 0 , with r = x x x − x x x 0 and n n n = (x x x − x x x 0 )/r at a point x x x 0 , cf. [23] . One can check that the dipole induces a solution to (4) within the domain, either interior or exterior, together with Fig. 3 : Algorithm for assembly of T T T . Note that findOrientation returns -1 or 1, depending on the unit direction of the fields in the physical domain. It might be that a vector field needs to be "glued" with a negative coefficient to achieve continuity of the normal component across patch interfaces.
the Silver-Müller radiation condition at ∞, not containing x x x 0 . By existence and uniqueness of the solution [20] , we know that an exterior evaluation of the solution to (7) via the EFIE must converge to the field induced by the dipole. Moreover, assuming analogy of our approach to other boundary element methods, we can expect increased orders of convergence, cf. [5] . A proof applicable for the case of the EFIE is provided in [14] .
Note that, by the construction of the discrete spaces, the lowest order spline space coincides with the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space. This is showcased by the results depicted in Figures 5, 6 , and 8. Moreover, in addition to the plots of all experiments, detailed numerical data of selected simulations are depicted in Table I .
A. Example I: Unit Sphere Test
The sphere geometry is given by six NURBS patches as in [5] , where a dipole with wavenumber κ = 1 is placed at  [0.1, 0.1, 0] . We visualize the maximum pointwise error of 100 evaluations on a sphere with radius 3 around the origin. Note that, due to the smooth geometry, the effect of higherorder approaches in terms of convergence orders up to O(h 9 ) is clearly visible, see Fig. 5 , and analogous to known results from boundary element theory of acoustic problems [5, Cor. 3.4] .
For the same level of refinement the Raviart-Thomas discretization yields better accuracies. This is due to the fact that, for the same polynomial degrees and the same level of refinement, the spline discretization is contained in the corresponding Raviart-Thomas space.
However, as can be seen in Figures 5 , the spline spaces yield a higher accuracy per degree of freedom, and fewer iterations of the GMRES are required to solve the corresponding system.
B. Example II: Fichera Geometry
As a geometry, we now employ the Fichera geometry from [5] , given by 24 square patches of length 0.5, giving the Fichera cube a maximal edge length of 2. The dipole was placed at x x x 0 = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5] and, once again, κ = 1. The evaluation points have been chosen as in the sphere example. Note that the geometry is non-smooth one cannot expect high orders of convergence. However, one can still observe an increase in accuracy per DOF, when higher order basis functions are utilized.
Analogously to the previous example, the Raviart-Thomas elements yield higher accuracies w.r.t. the same level of refinement, whereas the B-splines yield higher accuracies per DOF, see Fig. 6 . Note that the difference in iterations required for a certain accuracy is even greater than in the sphere example. This might be attributed to the fact, those nonsmooth geometries with sharp angles yield, in general, badly conditioned systems, compared to those of smooth geometries.
C. Example III: Toy Boat
As a final example, we consider the Toy Boat geometry, see Fig. 4 c) , where the mesh underlying the second refinement level is depicted in Fig. 8 . It consists of 28 quadratic rational Bézier patches, with extreme angles around the "bridge" and differences in patch size, ranging from patches of diameter ≈ 4 to patches of diameter ≈ 0.1, again located at the "bridge". This time, we compute a scattering problem with a dipole at x x x 0 = [7, 2, 0] as a source. The wavenumber is κ = 5. This induces an analytical solution on the interior which is used to verify the quality of the solution at a cluster of nine points scattered around the point [1, 0, 0] . This third numerical example confirms what could be seen in the previous ones. Due to the complex non-smooth geometry, the orders of convergence are not as clearly visible as in the Sphere example, and cannot be easily predicted by theory. However, one still can see a positive impact from higher order approaches. Again, since RT RT RT ⊇ S S S, one finds that the results of RT RT RT achieve higher accuracies if one compares the same underlying mesh, see the left graph of Fig. 8 . However, w.r.t. to accuracy per DOF, the spline space S S S yields better results. Due to the larger size of several of the patches of the geometry, and the higher wavenumber of 5, one can expect this problem to be not as well conditioned as the other two examples. Due to a restart after 1500 interior iterations, this results in prohibitively high iteration numbers, especially for the RT RT RT examples. This could be overcome by utilization of preconditioning or other values of accuracy and restart value of the solver. However, this is a research topic of its own, see e.g. [24] , and would exceed the scope of this article.
D. The Condition of the System
It is not only of interest to compare accuracy results, but also time to solution. Due to the superspace approach, the assembly times of the systems for B-splines and Raviart- Thomas elements virtually coincide. The effort required for the interpolation algorithm is negligible compared to the quadrature used for matrix assembly.
However, since the discrete system obtained by the projection approach is equivalent to the system obtained by a straightforward matrix assembly in the respective basis, the systems obtained by B-spline and Raviart-Thomas bases are conditioned differently.
To showcase the differences, each of the Figures 5, 6 and 8 shows the accuracy of the solution w.r.t. the number of iterations required for solving the linear system (8) .
The applied solver is an unpreconditioned, complex GMRES with a stopping criterion of a relative residual r r r with r r r 2 < 10 −10 . Note that, due to the increasing size of the Krylov-space, we restart the solver after every 1500 iterations.
Overall, the tendency is that, for the same polynomial degree and comparable accuracies, the B-spline systems require fewer iterations to solve. Note that, as explained above, for a given accuracy, the B-spline systems are of smaller size. While one cannot with certainty claim that the conditioning of the B-spline systems is better, a smaller system with a smaller number of iterations will yield shorter times to solution. For comparison, three specific examples are highlighted in Table I .
V. CONCLUSION
We showed that for a numerical approach via the electric field integral equation, the divergence conforming isogeometric spaces (introduced by [3] , c.f. [16] for multipatch generalizations and estimates in trace spaces) admit a higher accuracy per DOF in all examples, and thus result in smaller discrete systems, both on smooth and non-smooth, non-convex geometries of different complexity. Both approaches were identical with the exception of the utilized basis, i.e., both approaches utilized the same geometry description and the same solver, and merely differed in the applied basis. We stress that due to the utilization of parametric mappings even in the Raviart-Thomas-based approach, our investigation disregards any errors induced by meshing, which would favor the isogeometric approach further. We also compared iteration numbers of both B-spline and Raviart-Thomas systems that yield solutions with comparable accuracies. Here, the tendency shows that Raviart-Thomas based systems require more effort to solve than their isogeometric counterparts. This behavior can be observed specifically for complex non-smooth geometries. In all cases, GMRES was used without preconditioner. This lead to prohibitively large iteration numbers, showing that preconditioning is an urgent future direction of research.
